
SWAN Digital Twin Work Group: Lifecycle Subgroup

SWAN Digital Twin Definition
A dynamic digital representation of real-world entity(s) and their behaviors using models
with static and dynamic data that enable insights and interactions to drive actionable and
improved outcomes.

Presentation: Clarissa Phillips, Digital Engineering Integration Specialist
(Sydney Water)
Clarissa Phillips provided an overview of how Sydney Water is collaborating with various
partners to implement digital engineering solutions. Sydney Water is the largest utility in
Australia, providing water to over 5 million people.

By developing digital engineering and project standards, they are able to more efficiently
implement digital assets in order to accumulate data in the design phase. This in turn
creates an asset information model that can be used in the operational phase to manage,
operate, and maintain their smart asset data. To ensure an efficient lifecycle of an asset, it is
crucial to begin the process in the design phase.



Presentation: Gregg Herrin, Vice President of Water Infrastructure
(Bentley Systems)
Gregg Herrin shared a presentation discussing how the real value of digital twins is
accomplished through connecting engineering, informational (ie GIS, asset registries), and
operational technologies (ie SCADA, AMI) to create a much wider set of benefits. While it's
common to think of digital twins in terms of identifying active events, tracking repairs and



customer complaints, or monitoring real time characteristics of a system, it’s important to
understand the value of using predictive analysis for future planning.

As most utilities already have an existing infrastructure, the key is to look at the overall
operational/maintenance picture in the design phase and try to predict the future, designing
upgrades to meet the expected future conditions and connecting new assets into the
existing system. The choices that you’re looking at are actually driven by future possibilities.

By “twinning the future possibilities” in the planning and design phase, you can achieve
greater benefit throughout an asset lifecycle as digital information is fed into the next phase.


